TR 900

Height adjustable bathtubs

Quick Guide for TR 900, -C, -CW
Before and during bathing
Anyone operating the Bathtub must fully under-stand all proceedings before during and after the entire bathing cycle (see operating manuals).
Preparing Tub
A. Press control button (1) to lower the tub to it lowest position.
B. Close the drain plug by turning the overflow drainage knob (6).
C. Set foot rest (7) into position appropriate for the patient legs. Footrest is
not used with TR´s Stretcher Lift.
D. Ensure that the whirlpool inlet screen (23) is in place.
E. Turn the whirlpool outlet jet (21), anticlock-wise to full open position.
F. Fill tub (5) using shut-off valve (4).
G. Set and monitor fill water temperature with mixer (2) and thermometer (3)
Note: Always physically check water temperature before and during bathing.
Read operating manual for patient handling.
Showering
A. Lift the shower handle (11 on the right side on the panel) with the white
hose (10) and hold it over the tub, away from patient.
B. Turn shut-off valve (9 on front of control panel) on for patient shower.
C. Set the mixer (2) to desired temperature.
D. Physically test water temperature and adjust the mixer (2) to suit. Adjust
water flow with shut-off valve (9).
E. Shower or rinse patient with shower spray handle.
F. After showering, turn shut-off valve (9) to ”OFF” position and return
handle to its bracket (12)
Note: Shower handle shall not be held in the bath water while showering.
Whirlpool
A. The water level shall cover the outlet jet (21)
B. Adjust the jet (21) for desired flow direction: centred for perineal area; to
either side for circular flow. Avoid placing the jet in a full upward position,
as this could cause the water to splash.
C. Make sure the whirlpool inlet screen (23) is not obstructed.
D. With the patient in the bathtub, turn on the whirlpool unit by pushing the
”ON-OFF” control button (20).
E. To adjust water flow direction, turn the whirlpool jet (21).
F. Increase or decrease whirlpool stream by turning the air control (22).
G. Turn the whirlpool unit off by pushing the “On-Off” control button (20).

Note: This document is a complement to the Operating Manual, not a
substitute.
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After bathing
Clean the equipment.
A. Raise the tub to a comfortable height with the up control button (1).
B. Remove the cleaning spray handle (15) with the yellow hose. Hold the
handle over the bathtub while opening the shut-off safety valve (13) with
its separate key. The cleaning detergent is automatically mixed with cold
water to minimise inhalation.
C. Briefly spray the cleaning mixture into the tub while checking the colour,
smell and the foam of the mixture. Spray over all interior surfaces of the
tub.
Remove residue and debris with cloth or brush.
D. To clean TR Chair Lift and Stretcher Lift, position them over the tub and
spray them with cleaning mixture.
E. The Chair and Stretcher have removable pads and the Stretcher has a
head pillow which may be placed in the tub for cleaning.
F. After cleaning, rinse with fresh water using the shower handle (11) with
the white hose and hold it over the tub.
G. Turn shut-off valve (9) on for the shower.
H. Set the mixer (2) to desired temperature.
Clean the whirlpool system
A yellow inlet cleaning adapter (19) is stored on top of the detergent filling lid
(18).

A. Remove the whirlpool inlet safety screen (23) by turning the screen anti
clockwise.

B. Fit in the yellow adapter (19) to the whirlpool inlet (24).
C. Remove cleaning shower handle (15) from yellow cleaning hose (14) by
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pressing the buttons on the quick coupling (25).
Snap the hose onto the adapter and flush cleaning through the system by
turning the cleaning ”key” valve (13).
Cleaning mixture will flush out through the whirlpool outlet (21) in the tub.
When this is done, turn cleaning system off.
Repeat procedure with patient shower handle (11) with the white hose to
flush system with fresh water.
Replace the yellow adapter on top of the detergent filling lid (18).

Detergent filling
If there is no cleaning liquid left, open the lid (18) on top of the panel and fill
with maximum 1,5 litre (0,40 gallon) of concentrated detergent.
Study the Operating Manual for calibration of cleaning mixture and handling information.
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